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Bureau of Research, U.S. Office of Education

Present chaos in educational communication c,

Attending this splendid conference are an estimas=ed 1,500 representatives
of elementary, secondary; higher and coatinuing education, Job Corps,
State and Federal educational agencies, educational-oriented segments of
business and industry, and the military. One hundred twerty seven (127)
papers on trends and issues on education and - training are being presented
in the course of four days.

As I said, these gatherings are splendid--splendid for the small
fraction of all persons interested in educational advances who could sit
in any one session as compared with all who could benefit from hearing
about or reading the papers presented at this conference. You might say
what we have here is a failure to comT.unicate, or, at least, a failure to
provide for cor-runication to ot1l2r:: ,:',-o are not present at the confercace.

To be sure, some educntors not present will learn about sore of the new
idc-Is o: prtieos rreq?I'tf,' 1:1''. Tlut, if this c(91f-r:nze is li;:c so

many others, most educators won't knot: it occurred and won't have the
foggiest of what was presented in your many sessions. And this conference
is only one of what must be thousands of annual national conferences
where important new educational developments are first announced.

Conferences, however, are only one source of new information. There
are at least two other major sources: (1) separate reports relened
by n-ny Federal and some State and local educatio :ial agencies, many
business an industrial organizations, and other groups now contributing
to educational programs; and (2) the periodical literature relevant to
education. The size of this combined literature is unl-noun: a conservative
guesstimate is 75,000 quality doctients per year, and there is little
doubt that the curve is rising sharply. Also, with the upturn in
productioo of significant educational R&;) reports there is a corresponding
increase in the "scatter" among the sources of these reports.

Paper presented at the Fourth Annual Conference and Exposition on
Education and Training, American Manageent Association, New York
New York, August 16, 196S. To obtain a copy, write to the _ERIC
Docuent Reproduction service, 4936 Fairvont Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland,
20014; ask fog ED 017748. Microfiche: $ .25; hard copy: $ .56.
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How can tile superintendent in Kee_te, Ncw Hampshire, a school boarl
member in Koektil:, Iowa, or a teacher in Kaibab, Arizona select from
this heterogeneous mass of information these specific items each needs
to do his or her job better? And, if a,., educator learns, by chance or
through more deliberate means, of cerLait reports or conference papers,
what are his chances of obtaining a cop\ in time for it to be useful
to him?

Answers to both questions are simple. Unless an educator is working on
a project with generous funds to provide for assistants to chase down
leads, is associated with a university with ample reference services,
is part of an in-group--one of those national invisible colleges--or
just happens to luck out, as we all sometimes do, his chances of staying
abreast of recent developments are pretty slim. Yet, modern communications
technology and well-tested procedures have been developed for providing
for quick delivery of almost any portion of the world's literature to
scientists or engineers working on Federally-supported projects anywhere
in the Unite,' States. The theory, practices, and delivery systems
developed for science and technology can work just as well for educators.
The U.S. Office of Education has embarked upon development of interrelated
local, State, and Federal information resources based on tested principles
of science communication programs, to ensure access by educators anywhere
in the country to significant, timely educational R&D reports.

Developnt of sol:c "kind of a vrtional educational information networl-
makes sense from a management point of view as well. Hundreds of millions
of dollars are spent each year on educational R&D in the United States.
Considerable additional effort and dollars are invested in reducing the
results of educational R&D activities to the ipinted word. On the other
hand, the several million educators whose behavior determines what the
nation gets back for its annual 50 billion dollar investment in education
are searching for new ideas and leads for improving their contributions
to education of our children and youth. There must be a better way to
link knowledge producers and users.

Toward improvement in educational communication

First, it would be a mistake to assume that there is an easy solution
that would delight a systems analyst.

Communication in education will remain a many-channeled process involving
message exchanges within and among all levtls of education, fields or
disciplines of specialization, public ahrd private sectors, many professional
organizations, and other componen,s included in the American education
system. Still, even modest activities can greatly imprcne educational
communication systems. This is where the Office of Education comes in:
resources from the Office of Education can provide help for deleloping
and strengthening existing co=unication channels and er assisting
groups to take advantage of recent advances in information systems. The
Office of Education is attempting to develop communication resources that

no single educational organization or even any combination of them could
undertal and to provide as:,istance for helping to link separate resources..
Specifically, work is i)rogressing along four lines:
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1. Providing quick access to significant R&D reports relevant
to education--building the document base.

2. Interpreting, summarizing, and otherwise communicating the
results of educational research and development efforts in the form and
style that practitioners and decision-makers can understand and use- -

providing for information analysis.

3, Facilitating the capability of local and State educational
agencies to use information effectively in planning, developing, or
operating educational programs--developing local "one-stop" information

service centers.

4. Promoting linkages among local, State, and national information
resources--building the national educational information network.

To date most effort has gone into developing the base for providing
access to reports.

Providing fast access to available documents

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC), of the Office of
Education, is the heart, or more correctly, the brain or memory, of the

projected network. ERIC consists of four inter-related components:

Central ERIC-headquarters staff in the Division of Information
Technology and Dissemination, Bureau of Research, ITSOE, responsible for

coordinating and developing the system.

The network of 19 clearinghouses--each clearinghouse focuses on a
specific topic or field.11

A contractor, (North American Rockwell) to provide centralized
collcuter and technical services.

The ERIC Document Reproduction Service operated under contract by
the National Cash Register Company, 4936 Fairmont Avenue, Bethesda,
Maryland 20014.

/
Show system slide

2

Central ERIC is responsible for collection of final reports received from
all projects supported by the Office of Education and other federal agencies
supporting research of interest to the education community. Documents
also are received regularly from the National Education Association,
State L'cpartments of Education, and some foundations. In addition, each

clearinghouse is responsible for collecting documents within its scope
of interest from universities, professional organizations, individuals
or other specialized producers of documents.

1/For the list of 19 clearinghouses, see Appendix A.

2/A flow-chart for the ERIC system is provided in Appendix B.
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Once received, documents are reviewed for quality and significance to
education by professional staff at the clearinghouses. Those selected
are abstracted and indexed by assignment of retrieval terms from the
provisional ERIC thesaurus. Resumes for all documents, including the
abstracts, retrieval terms and bibliographical information, from all ERIC
clearinghouses are forwarded to the North American Rockwell facility where
they are merged, stored on magnetic tape, and prepared for announcement
in Research in Education, ERIC's monthly abstract journal.

Research in Education is the main and continuing announcement bulletin
for the ERIC system. New documents added to the ERIC collection (about
1,000 per month) are announced through this publication. An abstract is
provided for each document, along with the usual identifying information
and author, institution, and subject-matter indexes. Research in Education
also contains an abstract of and indexed information about all new
project awards made through the Bureau of Research, U.S. Office of
Education. Research in Education is available through the Superintendent
of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., at $11 per
year, domestic, $13.75 foreign, or $1 parissue.

By the time documents are announced in Research in Education the final
processing begun at the ERIC centers is completed. Copies of all reports
cited in Research in Education (except for copyrighted items available
only from the publishers) are forwarded to the ERIC Document Reproduction
Service (EDRS) for microfilming and distribution. Prices for docualents

are listed with each citation in Research in Education and documents have
to be ordered by their numbers through EDRS. Documents can be obtained
in either microfiche or hard copy form.

Show products slide

Special collections of documents also are.organized through ERIC. In

each case an abstract-index volume(s) is prepared and all documents are
available as a set or by individual reports through EDRS. A list of the
special collections now available through ERIC includes:

Show collections slide
3/

1. The ERIC Collection on the Disadvantaged: 1740 documents;

microfiche for $230; with two indexes: Catalog of Selected Documents on
the Disadvantaged, A Number and Author Index (OE 37001) (65 cents),
and a Subject Index (OE 37002) ($3.00).4 1---

'AppendixAppendix C gives a list of collections with prices for indexes
and costs for the full sets of documents.

4/--With the exception of the index to the 'Higher Education Document
Collection (see number 5 below), all ERIC indexes are available only
through the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402.
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2. Office of Education Research Reports 1956-1965: 1214 research

reports on projects supported by USOE in the period, 1956-65; microfiche

for $280; the resume volume (OE 12029) ($1.15) and the index volume

COE 12028) ($2).

3. Pacesetters in Innovation: Fiscal Year 1966: 1075 Projects to

Advance Creativity in Education (PACE) approved for support by USOE in

fiscal year 1966: microfiche $100; resume and index volume (OE 20103)

($2.50).

4. Pacesetters in Innovation: Fiscal Year 1967: Projects to

Advance Creativity in Education (PACE) approved for support by USOE in

fiscal year 1967: microfiche $120 ; resume and index volume (OE 20103-67)

($2.50).

5. Number and Subject Index of Selected Documents of Higher

Education: 845 reports; microfiche $115; index available through the
ERIC Document Reproduction Service as ED 012110 : $ .50 on microfiche;

$3.24 on hard copy.

6. Manpower Research, Inventory for Fiscal Years 1966 and 1967:

393 reports froth projects funded by 0E0 and the Departments of Labor,

HUD, and HEW; microfiche $60; the resume and index volume (OE 12031)

(in press).

From time to time, other special collections may be developed. When they

are, information about them will be provided, in a special notice in

Research in Education.

Several tools-for helping persons use the ERIC system are available,

including:

1. A brochure: ERIC Can Help--copies are available free.

2. The Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors (First Edition), December, 1967

(0E-12031) contains about 3,100 descriptors and is used to select terms
for searching the subject indexes of all ERIC bulletins: $2.50.

3. The Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors (First Edition) Supplement No. 1,

March, 1968 (0E-12031-1) adds approximately 400 new descriptors, with a
rotated display of all ERIC descriptors. ($2.00).

4. Research in Education Annual Index--1967 Reports, combines the
the indexes to reports cited in the first 14 issues of Research in Education:

$3.25.
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5. Research in Education Annual Index- -1967 Projects, combines the
indexes to projects cited in the first 14 issues of Research in Education:.

$1.50.

.6. Research in Education: Semi-Annual IndexReports, Jan.-June, 1968.

(In press).

7. How to Use ERIC, a self instructional manual on how to use
ERIC written from the viewpoint of a nontechnical person (in press). ti

Providing access to reports is only a start in ensuring use of information.

Needed as well are sustained programs for integrating, summarizing <<nd

interpreting information from R&D reports in the style and format that

can be understood by teachers and administrators.

Providing interpretations of information for use by practitioners

A second major function of each ERIC clearinghouse and one of increasing
importance is to review the emerging knowledge in the fields covered by

the clearinghouse and prepare appropriate "packages" of information

for dissemination to educators. Among the interpretative dissemination
activities of the clearinghouses are the preparation, publication and

dissemination of:

1. Reviews or "state -of -the- art:" reports on critical topics is

education.

2. Bibliographies, long and short, many of which are annotated.

3. Newsletters, with featured short reviews, selected bibliographies
and the usual notices and announcements of current developments.

4. Regular columns, based on ERIC outputs, in professional journals,

now reaching close to 400,000 specialists in various fields.

In addition, the Office of Education provides direct support to groups
for preparing interpretative summaries of research on topics of national

importance. Also, numerous research reviews are prepared by the
Regional Educational Laboratories and R&D Centers supported by the Office

of Education.

Use by educators and researchers of the "raw" products (the original
reports made available by EDITS) as well as the refined products (reviews,

bibliographies, interpretative summaries, newsletters, etc.), however,

depends in large part on development of local document depositories,
educational libraries, and related reference services.



Developing local "one-stu" information service centers

Local educational information centers are coming into existance as part
of some State and local educational agencies and as part of the operation

of college and university libraries. Close to 200 organizations are buying
Research in Education, other ERIC indexes, and the complete set of all

ERIC microfiche. By adding reference, information repackaging, and
local dissemination any school district or State educational agency
can make it possible for any educator to have access to specific documents

of interest to him among the thousands being produced each week.

Development of a local information service center, in theory, at least,

is simple. ERIC has been designed for easy, complete local installation.

Research in Education and other ERIC indexes provide the access tools,
and the microfiche collections provide the documents. A user ccild

locate what he wants from the indexes, cross the room, obtain the fiche
he needs, read them on the spot, or have a copy made (microfiche or
hard copy) and take them with him. Any organization that decides upon
providing such service to its members can quickly acquire a previously
indexed, ready-to-use, 15,000 report collection of screened educational
R&D reports for about $2,000. Add several ,Laff members for providing

reference service and for maintaining the collection, acquire space, and

some limited office furniture, a microfiche reader or two and maybe

reader-printe-, a telephone and some form of reproducing machine and

a local center can be in business.V

Local centers set in the working environment of educators are possible because

of the backup resources of ERIC. Local centers pick up where ERIC or

any other national system leaves off. National systems provide for
efficient collection, processing, and bulk delivery of reports and

indexes. Only local centers can provide a front-line depository of
reports and individualized services needed to make use of the locally

stored information.

Development of local centers, while resting upon local decision making, is
being encouraged by the Office of Education. In addition to supporting

ERIC, the Office of Education has arranged for production of resource or
reference tools that should help educational organizations develop and
operate local information service centers. Among these are a guide to

information sources in the sciences and engineering; another guide'to
information sources in education and the behavior sciences; and a manual

on the operation of a local information service center. These publications

are being field tested in four institutes this month (August, 1968), and

after possible revision, will be published for wide dissemination.
Additional institutes for training staff for operating local intonation
centers are planned for the summer, 1969.

SSAA brief note on the operation of one such center is provided

in Appendix D.
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Developing linkages among local centers and national systems

To increase the efficiency and range of services local centers can provide,

the Office of Education is also stimulating and working toward linkages

among local, State, regional, and national information resources pertinent

to education. Present efforts can best be described as at a pre-network

stage, including:

1. Development of "marketable" ERIC tapes. By the end of the year

(1968), updated copies of ERIC tapes, required documentation, and assistance

in using them should be available. The user will have to buy the tapes

and pay for all installation and operating costs. Use of the tapes,

however, will replace using the several indexes now required to search

for documents among the nearly 15,000 that comprise the ERIC collection

(as of August, 1968).

2. Extension of ERIC coverage to include indexing of periodical

literature. Hopefully, by spring, 1969, about 400 education or educat4on-

related periodicals that include approximately 22,000 articles annually

will be controlled through a monthly indexing journal prepared through

ERIC but printed and marketed through a commercial outlet.

3. ,Development of the capacity for on-line interrogation of the

ERIC files. Pilot work is underway. With good fortune, on-line retrieval

of all information contained in Enrc resur:os will be possible sometime

in 1970. With the report literature in ERIC growing at an annual

estimated rate of 12,000 documents and with an annual increment of

perhaps 22,000 periodical citations, the ERIC file will grow from a base

of nearly 15,000 in August 1968 to nearly 50,000 one year from now, and

on to over 80,000 documents by the summer 1970. On-line querying will

represent a large step in efficient searching of the file.

4. Stimulation of readiness among local and State educational

agencies, colleges and universities, and other organizations to develop

linkages for efficient use of ERIC tapes, build time sharing computer

facilities, develop inter-library loan arrangements and to share

reference and other information dissemination roles. Regional conferences

are planned to help promote information systems thinking among educational

organizations and to acquaint them with ERIC and other information systems

that they can draw upon now.

Conclusion

Although information-dissemination systems are new to education, beginning

about three years ago with the advent of ERIC; a solid start has been

made in developing a national educational information network. With

further effort, coordination and joint planning among local, State and

Federal educational agencies, we can confidently look forward to the near

future to assuring that any person anywhere in the country can have fast,

direct, and productive access to much of the nation's significant output

of new, recorded information from educational R&D efforts.



APPENDIX A

ERIC Clearinghouses

Dr. Roger DeCrow
ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult Education

Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13210

Dr. Gary Walz
ERIC Clearinghouse on Counseling and

Personnel Services
611 Church Street, 3d Floor

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105

Dr. Brian Carss
ERIC Clearinghouse on Early

Childhood Education
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Mr. Terry Eidell
ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational

Administration
Hendricks Hall
University of Oregon

Eugene, Oregon 97403

Dr. Howard Wakefield
ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational

Facilities
University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin 53703

Dr. Wilbur Schramm
ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational
Media & Technology

Stanford University
Palo Alto, California 94305

Dr. June B. Jordan
ERIC Clearinghouse for Exceptional

Children
National Education Association
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dr. Kenneth Mildenberger
ERIC Clearinghouse on the Teaching

of Foreign Languages
Modern Language Association of America

New York, New York 10011

Dr. Robert E. Taylor
ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational

and Technical Education
Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43212

Dr. Authur Cohen
ERIC Clearinghouse on Junior College

Information
University of California

Los Angeles, California 90024

Dr. Harold F. Bright
ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education

George Washington University
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dr. Wesley Simonton
ERIC Clearinghouse on Library and

Information Sciences
University of Minnesota

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404

Dr. A. Hood Roberts
ERIC Clearinghouse for Linguistics
Center for Applied Linguistics
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dr. Edward G. Summers
ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Dr. Everett D. Edington
ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education

and Small Schools
University Park Branch
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88001

Dr. Robert Howe
ERIC Clearinghouse on Science Education

Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43221

Dr. Bernard O'Donnell
ERIC Clearinghouse on the Teaching of

English
National Council of Teachers of English

Champaign, Illinois 61820

Dr. Edmund W. Gordon
ERIC Clearinghouse on the Urban

Disadvantaged
Teachers College, Columbia University
New York, New York 10027

Dr. Joel L. Burdin
ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher EducatiOn

1201 16th Street, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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APPENDIX C

TO USE

1. PURCHASE THESE PUBLICATIONS ONLY FROM
Superintendent of Documents
U. S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D. C. 20402

leer. ft r.-1-Li
a. J Li L.:" -11

PUBLICATION
GPO ORDER NUMBER

AND PRICE

2. THEN PURCHASE DOCUMENT
REPRODUCTIONS ONLY FROM

NCR /EDRS

4936 Fairmont Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

PRICES FOR MICROFICHE*

SUBSCRIBE TO THE BASIC ERIC PUBLICATION

Research in Education. Monthly Abstract Journal reporting newly
funded research projects and recently completed research or research
!related reports of interest to the educational community. Contains
abstracts of projects and reports indexed by subject. Author or
investigator, and institution. Please send subscription orders separately
fro.n orders for other publications listed below.

Yearly Subscription
Domestic $11.00
Foreign $13.75
Single Issues $ 1.00

$ .25 per individual microfiche
STANDING ORDER price for all
documents will vary with each
issue, but by!!! be calculated at a
rate of 8.4% per microfiche.
(Estimate $90 per month averaeo)
$490 for entire collection of
3,796 titles January-June, 1968.

FIRST RESEARCH IN EDUCATION SUMMARY, 1937
Research in Education, 1967 Annual Index, Reports
Research in Education, 1967 Annual Index, Projects
Cummulates indexes of first 14 issues of RIE,
Nov. 1966-Dec. 1967, 2,349 titles.

(Order by title)
(Order by title)

$ 3.25
$ 1.50

$ 25 per individual microfiche
$370.00 for entire collection

A VALUABLE HISTORICAL COLLECTION

Office of Education Research Reports 1956-1965, Resumes.
Abstracts of approximately 1214 research reports received by the
Bureau of Research before the start of publication of RIE.
Office of Education Research Reports 1956-1965, Indexes.
Indexes reports by i;utilor, institution, Subjr:ct, and report numbers.

0E-12029 $ 1.75

0E-12028 $ 2.00

$ .25 per individual microfiche
$280.00 per entire collection

ASSISTANCE FOR THE DISADVANTAGED

ERIC Catalog of Selected Documents on the Disadvantaged. Number
and Author Index. 1746 Documents dealing with the special educa-
tional needs of the disadvantaged.

ERIC Catalog of Selected Documents on the Disadvantaged. Subject
Index

0E-37001 $ .65

0E-37002 $ 3.00

$ .25 per individual microfiche
$230.00 for entire collection

EFFORTS UNDER TITLE III

Pacesetters In Innovation, Fiscal Year 1966. Resumes of projects to
advance creativity in education approved during fiscal year 1966
indexed by subject, local education agency, and project number. 1075
documents covered.

Pacesetters in Innovation, Fiscal Year 1967. Same coverage as above
for 907 projects completed in fiscal 1967.

0E-20103 $ 2.50

0E-20103-67 $ 2.50

$ .25 per individual microfiche
$100.00 for entire collection

$ 25 per individual microfiche
$120.00 for entire collection

HIGHER EDUCATION COLLECTION

Selected Documents in Higher Education, Number and Subject Index.
Covers 845 documents. Purchase this catalogue only from NCR/EDRS.

Order only from NC R/EDRS
ED.012 110 $ 3.24 (HC)

$ .50 (MF)

COLLECTION BY INTERAGENCY COMMISSION ON MANPOWER
RESEARCH

Menpower Research, inventory for Fiscal Years 1966 and 1967.
Report Resumes and Indexes by Subject, Institution, Sponsoring
Agency, Investigator, and Report number, with cross reference index
covering 393 documents funded by Department of Labor, 0E0, HUD,
and HEW.

THESAURUS OF ERIC DESCRIPTORS

First comprehensive subject authority for storing, searching, and
disseminating educational research information. To be used in searching
the subject indexes of RIE and other ERIC publications.

0E-12036 (IN PRESS)

$ .25 per individual microfiche
$115.00 for entire collection

6E-12031 $ 2.50

$ .25 per individual microfiche
$60.00 for entire collection

Not a document collection
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A ONE-8'1'OP
INFORIVLATION CENTER

ractically all teachers agree that researcl has its place
in education, though they may not feel that its place
is in their own classroom right at the moment. Few
of theni attempt research projects of their own or go

out of their way to read about what others have done. The
same may be said about supervisors and principals.

But would these educators use research information if
they didn't have to go out of their way to get itif, somehow.
reports of solutions to problems they deal with daily were
right at hand? Would they put new developments to use in
their classrooms if they didn't have to dig hard and long to
find out what those new developments are? Would they, per-
haps, even do some research of their own if it didn't mean
tedious hours leafing through the literature?

"Yes, they would." says Donald W. Cox, an education con-
sultant in ohiladelphia who, until last month, was an associate
director at Research and Information Services for Education
(R.I.S.E.), a branch of the Montgomery County, Pa.. public
school system devoted to providing research services and to
stimulating research-minded less in the school personnel. And
he's got the statistics to prov I it.

In the 18 months that has been in Lction, teacfiers
and administrators have made aou..t 250 requests for re-
search information. Additionally, there have been some 170
requests for duplicates of searches. Queries flow in at ap-
proximately 30 a month now as compared with a dribble of .
two or three at the beginning and through last summer.

Cox points out that the major products of R.I.S.E. are re-
search summaries, bibliographies, and excerpts of significant
journal articles. Eleven full-time and 14 part-time staffers are
kept busy chez..kin-t: throuzh educavon indexes and answer-
ing research requests ..rich usually take from two days to a
month to process, depending upon the complexity of the
topic aild the backlognow running about two weeks. Dupli-
cates of completed researches go out by return mail. Lists of
available summaries are publicized by newsletters to all ad-
ministrators and teachers in the school system.

"All 22 school districts in the county, plus some from
Chester and Bucks counties, have made use of R.I.S.E. serv-
ices," says Cox. "Teacher requests about equal those from
principals, supervisors, and superintendents combined, and
the information they want is mostly for on-the-job purposes
--the use of teacher aides, elementary school departmental-
ization, reporting to parents, testing the visually handicapped,
computer assisted instruction. and similar subjects that af-
fect their professional day." There has been only a sprin-
kling of calls for exotic topics for graduate study like 'Abt
theory of gaming,' or 'Festinger's concept of cognitive disso-
nance.'

"Teachers ask ususually by telephone--what we have on
a particular subject," Dr. Cox continues. "Yesterday, for ex-
ample, a young junior high school teacher who had just been
appointed sponsor of a student council wanted to know how
such organizations ordinarily operate and what their responsi-
bilities are. Another request that just came in concerns the
use of guitar in teaching folk history and culture in the ele-
mentary schools."

Research on reading has been the most popular subject
to date, the roster sho:Is. Teachers went all sorts of informa-
tion about reading: basal versus phonics, remedial, reading in
elementary and secondary schools. types of readinj instruc-
tion, the Joplin (nongraded) reading, system, reading for the
partially sighted, individualized readinz, materials, linguistics,
reading for the homebound, and spacial reading programs in
junior high schools. Large demands have also been received
for information about middle school organization. sex educa-
tion, team teaching. and preschool education.

R I.S.E., under its founder and director, Lester Mann, at-
tempts to fill these wants. Dr. Mann, who is also director of
special education for Montgomery County, for years had felt
that teachers ought to be more interested in research. But
preaching and prodding wouldn't make them research-minded,
he knew, so when county school aorninistrators invited ideas
to be developed into proposals for funding under title III of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Mann sug-
gested R.I.S.E. as a method of getting educational research
into the hands of the teachers and administrators who ought
to be making use of it. Nov. 18 months, a title III planning
grant, and a title III operational grant later, his project is
serving the busy school people of "citified" eastern Pennsyl-
vania.

The R.I.S.E. operation has access to a vast range of re-
search sources. It maintains a large collection of current
periodicals (but few hardcover. texts), and has developed in-
terlibrary loan machinery with nearby universities to supple-
ment its holdings. The backbone of its own library, located
near Valley Forge, is the microfiche output of the ERIC sys-
tem (thy' Office of Education's Educational Resources Infor-
mation Center, numbering about 10,000 documents as of
July 1). plus all ERIC indexes and the major conventional
microfilm collections such as those of the Journal of Educa-
tional Research and the Review of Educational Research. It
also subscribes to the Educational Research Services of the
American Association of School Administrators and during the
first year of operation replaced Anchorage, Alaska. as the
number one client of ERS. 'For those who don't know the
field." Cox smiles, "this minor education victory is akin to
Avis replacing Hertz in the rent-a-:::,

Other standard references scanned include Education In-
dex, Psychological Abstracts, Reader's Guide to Periodical
Literature, Dissertation Abstracts, Child Development Ab-
stracts, and Scientific Abstracts. For materials not yet in the
abstracts, readers go through current issues of research jour-
nals.

"R.I.S.E. has generated substantial local interest outside
the school circles of Montgomery and neighboring counties as
well as within them," says Charles F. Haughey, director of its
research services. mentioning that local nee.spapers have
published several articles about the burgeoning enterprise and
the staffers have beer. in demand as speakers.

"And," says Cox, "we've had the expected spin-off"a fav-
orite word of his"in the form of attendance at research sem-
inars. Professors come in from nearby Temple University and
the University of Pennsylvania and help the teachers and ad-
ministrators brush up on study skills, the psychology of read-
ing, or operant conditioning."

But the "spin-off" in which Mann, Haughey, and C:)x take
greatest pride is that the project has become, fortuitously, a
working model for the "one-stop information center" concept
expounded by Lee G. Burchinal, OE's director of information
technology and dissemination. Burchinal on a recent tour of
R.I.S.E. complimented the operation for its unique concept of
disseminating information, saying that R.I.S.E. is "a very so-
phisticated prototype in public school settings of the one-
stop local information center."

Cox again: "R.I.S.E.as its name connotes, is on the way
up. The only question is how far, ho., fast. and hcw soon we
will progress to becoming a truly comprehensive research in-
formation center that can become a model not only for ERIC's
one-stop information center but for the rest of the Nation." 0

AcHitiaI inVirmati:n ncerning R LS F. may h' obtained from Dr.
Lester fitlar,n, Research and Inf-,rmatton Services for Educaton, 443
Sci,th Gu;ph Road, King of Prus-,ia. Pa. 19406
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